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VOUUME 18, NUMBER 10 
A~RIL, 1985 
The Wonder and the Mystery 
When they came to the place which is called The 
Skull, there they crucified him .... It was now 
about the sixth hour , and there was darkness over 
the whole land until the ninth hour ... ; and the 
curtain of the temple was torn in two . Then Jesus, 
crying with a loud voice said, "father, into thy 
hands I commit my spirit!" And having said this he 
breathed his last (Luke 23:33, 44-46). And they 
[the women] found the stone rolled away from the 
tomb, but when they went in they did not find the 
body ... . behold, two men stood by them ... ; the 
men said to them, " Why do you seek the living 
among the dead? Remember how he told you, 
while he was still in Galilee, that the Son of man 
must be delivered in the hands of sinful men, and 
be crucified, and on the third day rise" (Luke 
24:2, 3, 5, 6). Mary stood weeping outside the 
tomb .... she turned around and saw Jesus stan-
ding, but she did not know that it was Jesus . . . . 
Supposing him to be the gardener, she said to him, 
"Sir, if you have carried him away, tell me where 
you have laid him .... Jesus said to her, "Mary ." 
She turned and sa id .. . "Rabbo ni!" (John 20:11, 
14-16) . 
Don't you know that all of us who were baptiz-
ed into Christ Jesus were baptized into his death? 
We were therefore buried with him through bap-
tism into death in order that, just as Ghrist was 
raised from the dead through the glory of the 
Father, we too may live a new life. If we have been 
united with him in his dea th, we will ce rtainly also 
be united with him in his resurre ction . For we 
know that our old self was crucified with him so 
that the body of sin might be rendered powerless, 
that we should no longer be slaves to sin (Rom . 
6:3-6). You are all sons of God through faith in 
Christ Jesus, for all of you who were baptized into 
Christ have been clothed with Christ (Gal. 3:27). 
For by one Spirit we were a ll baptized into one 
body ... and all were made to drink of one Spirit 
(1 Cor . 12:12, 13). Consider the incredible love 
that the Father ha s shown us by allowing us to be 
called "children of God"-and that is not just 
what we are called but what you are. Our heredity 
on the Godward side is no mere figure of speech 
.... Oh, dear children of min e ... have you 
realized it: Here a nd now we are God's children (1 
John 3:1-2 Phillip s). 
Thanks be to God! For though at one time you 
were slaves to sin, you have obeyed with a ll your 
heart the truths found in the teach ing you receiv-
ed. You were set free from sin and became the 
slaves of righteousness .... Your gain is a life fully 
dedi cated to him (Rom. 6:17, 18, 22 GNB). 
Freedom is what we have-Christ has set us free! 
... let the Spirit direct our lives, . ... the Spirit 
produces love, joy , peace, patience, kindness, 
goodness, fa ithfuln ess, humility, and self-control 
... . The Spirit has given us life; he must a lso con-
trol our lives (Gal. 5:1, 16, 22, 23, 25). 
God, who is rich in mercy, out of the great love 
with which he loved us, even when we were dead 
through our trespasses, made us a live together 
with Christ (by grace you have been saved ), and 
raised us up with him, and made us sit with him in 
the heavenly places in Christ Jesus that in the com-
ing ages he might sho w the immeasurable riches of 
his grace in kindness toward us in Christ Jesus. For 
by grace you have been saved through fa ith ; and 
this is not your own doing, it is the gift of God 
(Eph . 2:4-8 ). 
Father , may we so refle ct and meditate upon the 
wonder and the mystery and may we so open our 
heart s and lives to your Spirit that we may with joy 
claim the riches and the grace and the mercy of 
your incredible love. 
- from the Editor 
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Manchild-Go d Son 
Manchild , inno cen and vulnerab le, 
Smoot h-skinn ed and wa rmly hum an; 
Laughing at feath rs blowin g in th e wind , 
Kicking up du st clouds on a Jud an road , 
Build ing castl es from carpenter's scraps. 
God Son , raised high and holy, 
Spirit body and wholly ~ ne 
We eping over th e destru ction of Jerusalem , 
Pleading for th e unity of th e body , 
Bui ldin g mansio ns for kingdom chil dre n. 
Somewh ere betw een th e moth er's tende r arms 
And the Fath er' s righ hand 
Came t he passion and the pain . 
Betw een the inno cence 0f childhood 
And the glor ification of ascension 
Came th e realit_y of human ity. 
-'.r 
Oh , Lord, I stand in awe 
At th e wi sd6m incarnate in baby hands 
I stand in shame befo re 
A youn g man' s hand s, torn and bleedin g. 
I bow in humility 
At the thron e of eternal authority . 
anchi ld God Son ~ 
The vei I is rent ' 
The great gul f brid ged . 
Ma nchil d- God Son 
I believ , help thou my unbelief. 
uokner 
/ . 
Wilma C. Buckner is free'"lance wr' ter living in Gray, Tenn ssee. This 
poem was writt en i response to a sketc h by Harv ey Howell. See fro nt 
over.) 
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It is precisely in our tragic personal scenarios that we hear the Easter 
message with the greatest clarity. God won! He took tragedy by the horns 
and wrestled it into the ground until his Son arose .... It is in his Resurrec-
tion that we find power to go on in life, for we believe that God continues to 
turn tragedy into glory. 
a sermon 
By R. SCOTT COLGLAZIER 
W e come this Easter mo rnin g to hear a message of hope, joy and life . In o rder for us to hear 
the Resurrect ion story w ith the greatest of fee li ng, 
we set before you severa l scenarios. 
The year is 1986. It is Sprin g, The high schoo l 
basketba ll tournam ent has just been finished. Sum-
mer vacat ion plans are be ing mad e. Un emp loyment 
is still high ; and most co llege and high schoo l seniors 
are f ill ed with thoug hts of proms, exams, gradu at ion, 
separat ion from fr iends, and p lans for th e futur e. 
Ap ril 7, 1986: th e wor ld is on th e brink of Wor ld 
War Ill and tw o hours away from the end of that 
same war . A Soviet- launched one-megato n nuclea r 
warh ead has explod ed 500 feet above Soldiers and 
Sailo rs Monument. A huge fireba ll, near ly a mil e 
wid e, exp lodes above the c ity of Indi anapo lis. The 
unthink ab le has happened. 
- The temp eratur e at the co rner of Market 
and Penn sy lvania had reached 150 mill ion 
degrees, eight times hotter than th e ce nter 
of the sun , 
- A giant crater, miles wide and deeper th an 
the ta llest bu ilding in the city, repl aces 
R. Scott Co lglazie r is mini ster for the Fount a in Square Church of Christ in 
Indianapo lis, Indiana, 
downtown Indi anapo lis. O f co urse, th e 
Founta in Square co mmun ity is go ne. Wh ere 
churc hes, hou ses and stor es once stood, 
there is on ly radioa ctiv e rubb le. 
- Powerfu l w ind s are created by th e deva-
stating b last . Hurri cane force winds around 
300 m.p.h. suck up bu ild ings, peop le and 
debr is. A M idw est to rnado now looks li ke 
a tern pest in a teapot. 
- Need less to say, th e Un ited States retali-
ates qui ckly . Mo scow, W ashin gton , D.C. , 
Lenin grad, New York City are all hit , 
destroyed; m illi ons are kill ed. The last series 
of bomb s kill no one. They simp ly pu lverize 
the rubb le int o radioa ct ive powd er de stined 
to co ntamin ate the earth . 
- The hum an fam ily and th e planet Earth 
have now bee n destroyed beyo nd all recog-
niti on. 
The media say that suc h an eve nt is " un -
thinkabl e." But w ith nuc lear war heads pro liferat ing 
all ove r the wor ld, the possibil ity of globa l d isaster 
looms over ourse lves and our ch ildren. A group of 
high schoo l seniors, young adu lts w ho shou ld be ful l 
of life, fu ll of hop e, fu ll of enthu siasm, were asked, 
"W hat mo st t roub les you abo ut soc iety?" The 
senior s answ ered over and over again , " The 
possibili ty of nu c lear war! " Certainl y such prospects 
are eq ually troubling to co llege sen iors and to 
elementary schoo l stud ents. As we co ntempl ate the 
Easter message this year, we ask, How can we have 
hope? 
II 
The year is 1982. It is winter. Cold. Quiet. Gray. 
An Indianapolis family faces the bleakest time in 
their history. The company where the man had been 
working is shutting down. He was not fired. He was 
not laid off. His company was coldly, cruelly, pulled 
out from underneath him. He now faces the 
pessimistic prospect of job hunting at the age offifty. 
No company is ready to invest in this man-he is 
either underqualified or overqualified. 
For the first time in their seventeen-year-old mar-
riage the man and his wife are fighting. Nerves are 
frayed. Emotions are drained. Tension is 
unbearable. The children feel the strain and their 
school work is suffering. They're afraid to ask Dad 
for money to go to the movies. 
Dan Rather will report only statistics. The govern-
ment will try to interpret them positively. Newsweek 
will do a pretentious expose of unemployment. But 
no one will know about this family. Yet in their own 
way, and in their own hearts, they are suffering a 
silent holocaust. Helpless, confused, frustrated, they 
wonder this Easter morning: How can we have 
hope? 
Ill 
Nicodemus had not been pleased with the 
religious establishment. He had haunting doubts 
and religious yearnings not understood by his 
preaching colleagues. He had followed the career of 
Jesus from a distance. He was intrigued. But to ap-
proach Jesus would be interpreted by his brethren as 
a sign of weakness. However, his curiosity would 
not be turned away. So he went by night. 
When he looked upon Jesus, he saw himself more 
clearly than ever before. He saw his own spiritual 
emptiness. He felt his religious foundations shake. 
For the first time in his illustrious preaching career, 
Nicodemus was brought to a crisis-a crisis of faith. 
He felt it all, at one and the same moment, in one 
and the same meeting, and with one and the same 
person. 
Jesus looked at Nicodemus and smiled. He then 
chuckled. "Nicodemus," he said, "what you need, 
my friend, is not another honorary doctorate or 
more invitations to speak at the Rabbinic lec-
tureships. What you need is not another book 
published or more Bible knowledge. Nicodemus, 
what you need is a new beginning." And Jesus again 
smiled. 
Nicodemus got home by 6:00 a.m. He ate some 
toast, drank some coffee, and glanced at the morn-
ing paper. He went to his daily preachers' meeting. 
The preacher humor was at its disgusting best. Doc-
trinal issues were discussed. Some clergy gossip was 
passed around. But Nicodemus's mind was 
somewhere else. He was consumed with thoughts of 
his nocturnal meeting and the frightening, wonder-
ful possibility of a new beginning. Trapped in his 
own religious tragedy he wondered, "Can I hope 
again?" 
IV 
There is one more scenario. It is about a young, 
poor couple who, with a warm peasant piety, gave 
birth to their firstborn. His name was Jesus. He was 
born in obscurity; he entered the world surrounded 
by farm animals, hay, and the earthy smell of a barn. 
He was a baby of destiny. But his destiny had not yet 
been explicitly revealed. His life was normal, but 
there burned in his heart a dream which would one 
day explode his normalcy and thrust him into the 
public eye. By the time he was thirty the dream 
could no longer be contained. He began to speak. 
He spoke of peace, hope, love, God, forgiveness, 
and judgment. His ministry was met with hatred, 
prejudice, and misunderstanding. All of his 
goodness seemed to be swallowed up by evil. Events 
moved him along until finally he heard the angry 
shouts, "Crucify him! Crucify him!" And they did. 
"With a loud cry, Jesus breathed his last." Crucified! 
Murdered! Rejected! The earth was dark. And so 
were the hearts of men. No hope. No feelings. No 
future. Evil again, with all its anger and hatred and 
nastiness, had taken a good man and defeated him. 
Tragedy. 
T hose of us in the twentieth century have seen similar tragedies. Assassins' bullets have stilled 
the life of John Kennedy, Robert Kennedy, Martin 
Luther King, Jr. But unlike their stories, the story of 
Jesus goes on. Jesus lives on! 
When the Sabbath was over, Mary Magda-
lene, Mary the mother of James, and Salome 
bought spices so that they might go to anoint 
Jesus' body. Very early on the first day of the 
week, just after sunrise, they were on their 
way to the tomb and they asked each other, 
"Who will roll the stone away from the 
entrance of the tomb?" But when they 
looked up, they saw that the stone, which 
was very large, had been rolled away. As they 
entered the tomb, they saw a young man 
dressed in a white robe sitting on the right 
side, and they were alarmed. "Don't be 
,-
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alarmed," he said. "You are looking for Jesus 
the Nazarene, who was crucified. He has 
risen! He is not here. See the place where 
they laid him. But go, tell his disciples and 
Peter, 'He is going ahead of you into Galilee. 
There you will see him, just as he told you."' 
Trembling and bewildered, the women went 
out and fled from the tomb. They said 
nothing to anyone, because they were afraid. 
Mark 76:7-8 NIV 
Death is not the winner! For the first time in 
human history, hatred, prejudice, misunderstand-
ing, the ugliness of sin have been defeated. Evil has 
been turned inside out. There is reason to hope, 
reason to believe, reason to feel, for the story of the 
Resurrection is a story of God taking tragedy and 
turning it into a glorious victory. 
For Mark's community the story of the Resurrec-
tion would have brought a particular sense of hope. 
Mark's church was suffering persecution by the 
Roman Empire. Having been tagged as an easy 
f ven as Jesus suffered and died, so also 
will the Church; but even as the story of 
Jesus ends with hope and fife, so also does 
the church live in the reality of hope and 
fife. 
scapegoat by Nero, Roman officials were wreaking 
havoc among this quiet and godly people. Mark's 
church was filled with fear, uncertainty, and 
hopelessness. Would the church be swallowed up by 
the Empire's insatiable appetite for flesh and blood? 
Mark has a strong theological answer for his church: 
Even as Jesus suffered and died, so also will the 
church: but even as the story of Jesus ends with 
hope and life, so also does the church live in the 
reality of hope and life. It is interesting that Mar·k in-
tentionally ends his Gospel with verse 8: 
And they went out and fled (rom the tomb; 
for trembling and astonishment had corne 
upon them; and they said nothing to any 
one, for they were afraid. 
disciples are portrayed as peeking inside the tomb 
and then running in fear and astonishment. They 
run, seeking to comprehend the ramifications of the 
Resurrection. By so ending his Gospel, Mark draws 
his readers in, forcing them also to peek into the 
empty tomb. We too are drawn in and-even as 
they were-are called upon to comprehend its 
meaning for our lives. 
The possibility of a nuclear holocaust smothers 
our spirits. Personal problems and family crises 
devastate our lives and extinguish all zest for life. 
Religious struggles throw us into confusion. We 
wonder if there is reason to go on. We wonder if our 
children will have a family, a church, a world. We 
wonder and ponder and consider. And as we do so, 
the energy of life drains from us. 
However, it is precisely in our tragic personal 
scenarios that we hear the Easter message with the 
greatest clarity. God won! He took tragedy by the 
horns and wrestled it into the ground until his Son 
arose. And rise he did! It is in his Resurrection that 
we find power to go on in life, for we believe that 
God continues to turn tragedy into glory. An end-
time cosmic victory awaits the universe. Today our 
children do have hope. The church has hope. Our 
families have hope. Our lives have hope. We have 
hope today because of Easter-the day God turned 
tragedy into comedy and despair into hope and 
defeat into victory. "If Christ has not been raised, 
then there is no hope, and life is a pitiful portion of 
despair without hope." 
"He is risen!"-with those words ride the 
hopes of our lives and the power to live 
amidst the tragedy of the human ex-
perience. 
The risen Christ offers you the invitation to laugh 
again. Smile again. Feel again. Live again. Hope 
again. Throughout the ages the forces of good and 
evil have struggled. But the story of the Resurrection 
is that tragedy does not have the last word. "He is 
risen!" --with those words ride the hopes of our lives 
Mark J 6: / 8 and the power to live amidst the tragedy of the 
6 
Mark ends his Gospel without an ending. The human experience .. __________ ---·-·······--··-···-·····--·····M1.ss10N 
Our reconciliation is costly to [Cod]. Not in the sense that it is difficult (or Him to forgive us, as it would he 
difficult for a Shylock, who has to he induced not to insist upon his pound of flesh; not in the sense that He is 
inhibited from forgiving, by some hard necessity outside /-/is own nature, so that there has to be an 'expiation' 
before Cod can act mercifully. It is /-/is very nature to love and to forgive . ... Yet the forgiveness is not an easy 
amnesty such as a good-natured tyrant might give with a strol<c o( his pen. It conies irorn the heart o( a love 
that has horne our sins, and lwcause the love is iniinite, the passion is infinite too. There is an atonement, 
an expiation, in the heart o( Cod 1-/imsel(, and out o( this comes the forgiveness o( sins. 
D.M. Baillie in Coci Was in Christ 
M/SS/l!i'J JOUI\NM 
SECONDS AND 
OTHER DAMAGED GOODS 
God just happens to be in the junk business; and churches are cluttered 
with odds and ends and seconds and other damaged goods, sprawled all 
over the pews .... If God has not given up on you, who are you to assume 
you are worthless? 
By WAYNE DOCKERY 
I twas almost dark in a second-story room dimly lit by smoking lamps of clay. Several men were 
sprawled on the floor eating a meal together, dip-
ping bread torn from a loaf into a pot of stew in their 
midst. It was the last night of our Lord. He alone 
knew it. Jesus astonished them all by sending the 
servants away and himself bathing their gritty feet. 
And then he told them what troubled them even 
more: "My good friends, one of you will betray 
me." The men's mouths dropped open. They look-
ed around the room wondering whom he could 
mean. Peter nudged the one closest to Jesus and 
said, "Find out who it is." Shortly afterwards Judas 
got up and left. And John adds, "Then it was night." 
Jesus tried to prepare his disciples for the worst. 
He explained he was leaving them and wished 
above all else for them to love one another as he had 
loved them. 
"Where are you going?" asked Peter. 
"Where I am going you cannot follow me." 
"Can't follow you? Why can't I go with you? 
would lay down my life for you." 
"Will you really lay down your life for me, Peter? 
I'm going to tell you the truth. Before the rooster 
crows in the morning, you will disown me three 
times." 
Later that night, after Jesus and his disciples had 
Wayne Dockery is Associate Minister of the Glenwood Church of Christ, 
Tyler, Texas. 
walked out the city gates to an olive grove, Jesus was 
arrested as he prayed. His disciples forsook him and 
fled. And Peter? Peter and one other disciple follow-
ed the torches into the city, keeping to the shadows 
well behind. The mob jostled the prisoner through a 
huge door and into the courtyard of Annas the High 
Priest. One by one the torches disappeared and the 
door swung to with a muffled "boom." Peter and his 
companion stood before the closed door. The other 
disciple knew the High Priest and managed permis-
sion to enter. Peter waited outside in the street, 
shivering with cold and anxiousness. Finally Peter's 
friend spoke to a girl guarding the entrance. She 
opened the massive door wide enough for Peter to 
squeeze through; but as he was entering, she push-
ed roughly against his chest and accused, "Surely 
you are not another of this man's disciples." "Me? 
Certainly not!" shrugged Peter and shoved past to 
warm himself at a fire blazing in the courtyard. 
Meanwhile Jesus was being questioned inside. An 
official of Annas had slapped him full on the face. 
The brutal night had hardly begun. 
Outside round the fire, another, making conversa-
tion, asked Peter, "You're not one of his disciples, 
are you?" He laughed, "No, no way, not me! Do 
you take me for a fool?" Hours passed; it was nearly 
morning. One in the group that arrested Jesus had 
scrutinized Peter all night. Finally he walked up and 
challenged him. "Didn't I see you with him in the 
olive grove?" Peter denied it; a rooster began to 
7 
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esus died absolutely alone. Peter, "the Rock," 
turned out to be the worst kind of coward. His 
iend was in mortal danger and he abandoned him, 
When at the supper earlier in the evening, in the 
spirit of gossip, Peter had whispered, "Find out who 
it is," little did he imagine it was he. The boast, 
"Why Jesus, I would lay down my life for you," 
dissolved in the cold, dangerous air of that midnight. 
Repentance is not massing all our will and 
vowing to be different. It is facing up 
valiantly to our failures-facing up to them 
before other people-and courageously 
trusting in God that things do not have to 
be the same in the future. 
He found the only words on his lips, "I never knew 
the man." 
But that is not the end of the story. A deserted 
beach another night, another fire: Peter suddenly 
found himself warming and eating with the resur-
rected Lord-the one with whom he had walked 
miles, the one with whom for three years he had 
eaten, and the one whom in his darkest hour he had 
betrayed, All night, three times, he had denied him, 
And on this night, three times Jesus asked him, "Do 
you love me?" And twice Peter answered, "Yes, of 
course I love you." But when Jesus asked him a third 
time, he was deeply hurt. He was a broken man. No 
more boasting of following Jesus to death. No longer 
was he confident of how he would behave. But one 
thing he knew: "Lord, you know all things; don't 
you realize how I do love you?" And three times 
Jesus replied, "Feed my lambs; take care of my 
sheep; feed my sheep." 
To this cowardly, despicable, broken man the 
Lord entrusted the keys of the kingdom, the 
shepherd's crook, the task of teaching his own little 
ones, Somehow notwithstanding his shamefulness, 
God chose Peter and he became a heroic leader of 
the Jerusalem church. 
Last summer I went to my wife's family reunion in Kansas City, The whole farnily---some 150 people 
had come--stayed together in a dormitory. The 
visiting was wonderful. But the first evening, some of 
the younger folks were in for a bit of a shock when 
they discovered the frugality of the older aunts. We 
found ourselves in the evenings washing some 150 
styrofoam cups-- "Yes, they are perfectly good, no 
need to throw them away; wash them and they'll be 
good as new." Now there is a real trick to washing 
styrofoam cups. Two hands it takes just to get one 
under water. But they could not bring themselves to 
throw away anything still usable. 
Times have changed, Remember those old heavy 
cream-colored pottery mugs? They were there in 
everybody's home for social gatherings after church. 
I think every one I ever saw had a chipped lip or a 
grey hairline crack running down it. And whoever 
thought of throwing them away? But now, whatever 
it is, out it goes at the first sign of a flaw. If it's im-
perfect or soiled or broken, we would never dream 
of washing it or fixing it or just living with it. We want 
a new one, one that's clean, no cracks, no stitches 
out of line, 
This tendency is characteristic of the way many 
think about people. We avoid the tainted. Someone 
before a judge hears, "It will be on your record." 
Only years later do they come to realize what that 
means. For the rest of their lives, 
people-employers, bankers, most everyone--look 
upon them as tainted. Remember the '72 election 
when it was discovered that Thomas Eagleton, who 
had been chosen as a vice-presidential candidate, 
had consulted with a psychiatrist? He was tainted. 
He was unceremoniously shuffled aside. Soiled peo-
ple are avoided. 
But some of the best people I know are cracked, 
chipped, torn, frayed at the edges. They make no 
bones about being imperfect merchandise, but they 
The story of Peter is a story which shows us 
unmistakably how God is in the business of 
using seconds and other damaged goods. 
Lacking in many of us is a sense of trust in 
the Lord who can make all things new, 
even us. 
serve and care long after those who try to put up a 
good front have gone home. 
Some Indian tribes in this country-and in fact in 
several different cultures---had an unusual custom. 
They never made anything that was perfect; they 
considered that an affront to the gods. So into any 
blanket they would weave a mistake, and in any clay 
or ceramic pot there would be a flaw. Even today ex-
cellent hand-blown glassware is recognized by its 
imperfections, its bubbles and distortions. They 
make each piece interesting, unique. Art does not 
have to be perfect to be good. Utensils 10 not have 
to be flawless to be useful. New and unsoiled is not 
necessarily better. I admire the person who can go 
to a junkstore, find an old table in pieces, bring it 
home, and turn it into a focal point, the abused sur-
face when properly cared for reflecting a fine patina 
only years of use could provide. And the story of 
Peter is a story which shows us unmistakably how 
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God is in the business of using seconds and other 
damaged goods. 
A terrible tragedy happened not many years ago in a very fine church. Their minister of many 
years, capable and loved by all, was overtaken in im-
moral behavior. There was considerable publicity. 
The church was shocked and embarrassed. The 
minister confessed to the elders his years of struggle 
with his problem; then the church and his family did 
an amazing thing. They decided to stand by him and 
support him. He agreed to seek help. They 
themselves became informed so they could better 
understand and provide the encouragement he 
needed. It would have been very simple to have just 
tossed him on the junk heap and saved themselves 
considerable embarrassment. But they made a dif-
ficult choice, and until this day he serves as one of 
the most capable and commited servants of God. 
That congregation showed courage of a very rare 
and redeeming kind. 
But there was another kind of courage exhibited in 
that incident, the courage of a man broken in pieces, 
humiliated, utterly discredited, who had the guts to 
stay, to face people who knew his ugliest secrets, 
and yet to hope that he still had something to offer 
them. It is that kind of hope I want most to explore 
because it is rarest of all, and yet desperately needed 
by every one of us. It is the hope shown by Peter 
when he saw the resurrected Lord. He did not hide, 
but rather approached him. And when Jesus asked 
him the third time if he loved him, Peter felt the full 
burden of having denied him in the time of his 
deepest need. But Peter had the courage still to 
hope in God. To hope that this One could take him 
even after that shameful and treacherous behavior, 
and use him for great purposes. He knew he was un-
worthy; yet he took the shepherd's crook, the keys 
of the kingdom, and served faithfully, heroically, 
and finally died for the sake of the One he had 
betrayed. 
Church people somehow still have a weird notion 
that they are useless and unwanted unless they are 
perfect. Lacking in many of us is a sense of trust in 
the Lord who can make all things new, even us. 
I remember sermons at youth rallies that talked 
about handled goods. Speakers asked, "Who would 
want any store merchandise that had been pawed 
over and soiled?" Of course they meant well and 
were wishing to warn of the serious consequences of 
sexual experimentation. But they did a disservice as 
well. We are al/ damaged goods; we have al/ been 
compromised. But the good news of the Scripture is 
that where he is there is hope; there is value; there is 
healing; there is meaning; there is usefulness. 
I do not know your failures. Your humiliation may 
come through waking up to alcoholism or your 
neighbor's wife or being exposed in a web of lies or 
an untimely pregnancy or a conviction in court or 
failure in your marriage or a community which has 
lost any respect for you because of your shamefu I 
greed in business. Whatever your secret, there is 
hope. The most beautiful words in Scripture for 
those who have behaved shamefully (and that in-
cludes most of us) are "Follow me." This call for 
conversion, for repentance, is not the self-righteous 
screaming of streetcorner preachers making 
pointless demands of those who would flee the 
wrath to come. This is the word of the risen Lord 
who was victorious over even death and was able to 
make all things new, even Peter, even that minister 
of whom I spoke. Repentence is not massing all our 
will and vowing to be different. It is facing up valiant-
ly to our failures-facing up to them before other 
people-and courageously trusting in God that 
things do not have to be the same in the future. 
Where God is, there is hope. 
W hen God came walking in the garden, Adam and Eve hid, embarrassed, vainly trying to ap-
pear as innocent as they once had been. When 
Judas felt the full impact of his sin, he believed what 
was done could never be undone; that once tainted, 
life could never be different. So he went out and kill-
ed himself. When Peter was confronted by the living 
God, he stayed and faced the music. And the Lord 
convinced him he still had something to offer. 
The truth is, for all of us-as for Adam and Eve-it's 
too late for innocence. If it takes perfection to be 
useful and to be valuable, it's a little late for that. We 
may as well quit pretending. But Judas was wrong 
too. True, it's too late for innocence; but it's far too 
early for resignation-resignation that things will 
never be different, that we cannot change, that our 
marriages cannot change, that we can never again 
be useful or whole. For the same God who chose to 
rehabilitate the traitorous Peter and the discredited, 
humiliated minister is alive today and working 
among his community of people who go out of their 
way to hope in Him for us. But it takes real guts not 
to run and hide, to stay and acknowledge our guilt, 
to confess that we are as broken and damaged as we 
really are. 
If it's too late for innocence and too early for 
resignation, the time is ripe for hope. God just hap-
pens to be in the junk business; and churches are 
cluttered with odds and ends and seconds and other 
damaged goods, sprawled all over the pews. It's a 
beautiful sight, isn't it? If God has not given up on 
you, who are you to assume you are worthless, that 
(continued on p. 23) 
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Was it hard to say good-bye? 
mercy upon us, Lord Jesus, and come live in our hearts. 
k this earth again in our bodies; 
your friends and assuage the longing of your heart 
our humanity. 
your need be answered in our response, 
our human forms glorified, 
and the intention of Creation fulfilled. 
-Betty W. Talbert 
holds a Ph.D. degree in history from the University of 
at Chapel Hill and is currently pursuing a Master of Arts 
at Wake forest University with an emphasis on spiritual 
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BAPTISM IN THE LIGHT 
OF THE GOSPEL 
Jesus Christ did not come merely to make salvation possible; he came to 
accomplish it and to make it secure. The Scriptures never picture God sit-
ting in heaven with a stop-watch, waiting for the split second to mark off 
the salvation of each individual. God dealt with our fallen race in one great 
decisive work, in the person of our representative the Lord Jesus Christ. 
By EDWARD FUDGE 
The rite of Christian Baptism rests on the explicit command of Jesus Christ to his apostles (Matt. 
28: 18-19). In his reports of the earliest conversa-
tions, Luke often includes the detail that they were 
baptized; and he does so in what appears to be a 
very unselfconscious manner (Acts 2 :41; 8: 12, 
36-39; 9:18; 16:33; 18:8). The New Testament 
epistles also contain a few explicit remarks about 
baptism. There, too, it seems to be taken for 
granted. 
Yet, today few subjects arouse more fervent emo-
tions across the range of Christendom. In scholarly 
tomes and in populist debates men either stress this 
simple rite or play it down. They dissect its meaning, 
explore its significance, and analyze its form. Very 
often when they have finished, there still remains 
more heat than light. 
It is sad indeed that this ordinance, which the New 
Testament so tastefully blends into the gospel land-
scape, should arouse such heated and even violent 
controversy among professing Christians. Whenever 
we talk about it, we should surely speak gently and 
with great personal humility. That will be our desire 
now as we look at water baptism in the light of the 
Gospel. 
Edward fudge edits rhe Good Newspaper, a national Christian biweekly, 
and serves as an elder of Bering Drive Church of Christ in Houston, Texas. 
His latest book is rhe Fire rhat Consumes: A Biblical and Historical Study 
of Final Punishment (Providential Press, Box 218026, Houston, TX 77218, 
$19.95). © 1984 by Edward fudge. 
THE GOSPEL ANNOUNCEMENT: 
GOD'S SAVING DEEDS 
Whoever would grasp the meaning of gospel Bap-
tism must first have a clear view of the Gospel. Our 
English Bibles put the word "gospel" for the Greek 
word euange//ion, which means "good news" or a 
"happy announcement." Something good has hap-
pened, and the Gospel is the happy report of that 
good thing. "Law" commands, "wisdom" advises, 
"prophecy" preaches or predicts, but "gospel" an-
nounces. This is a simple fact, but a very important 
one. 
Flesh-and-Blood Events 
The Gospel announces that in the person of Jesus 
of Nazareth, who was very deity incarnate, God has 
accomplished a work of salvation on behalf of needy 
sinners everywhere. That work involved actual flesh-
and-blood events, which transpired on this earth at a 
specific point in history. 
The ancient prophets looked for just such an 
entering of God into human history, but they could 
not predict when it would take place (Dan. 12:6-13; 
I Pet. 2: 10-11 ). When Luke tells how their hopes 
were fulfilled in Jesus, he takes care to pinpoint the 
events in time. Cod's saving work in Jesus is no mere 
myth, no existential fable, no psychological allegory. 
The apostolic witnesses stress that they are reporting 
actual historical occurrences (2 Pet. 1:16-18; John 
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1:14; 21:24; I John 1:1-3), 
In this work God climaxed a sequence of saving 
deeds he had started long ago, Throughout the Old 
Testament period God had intervened in earthly af-
fairs to save his people Israel in their times of need or 
peril, Israel had been created by just such a mighty 
act: in the Exodus from Egypt and deliverance 
through the sea. When the prophets described 
Israel's restoration from Babylon many centuries 
later, they borrowed language from those same 
events. New Testament preachers often rehearsed 
these "mighty acts of God" as they told Israel of the 
new thing God now had done in Jesus (Acts 2, 7, 
13). 
The Gospel of Jesus Christ reports this "new 
thing." It is the happy report that once more God 
has intervened in history to create for himself a Peo-
ple. This time the People is drawn from tribes and 
nations throughout the earth. This time the 
deliverance means rescue from sin, death, and the 
powers of darkness. The Gospel is the news that 
God has accomplished just such a salvation-out.side 
of us but for us. 
When we talk about man's salvation, therefore, 
we are talking about God's saving deeds. We may 
Jesus did not abolish God's legal arrange-
ment or Covenant with Israel; he rather 
fulfilled it. God did not cancel the stipula-
tions, forfeit the blessings, or annul the 
curses. He incorporated them all into 
himself, in the historical person of the 
Word made flesh. 
speak of man's salvation only because mankind is its 
object. It is actually "the salvation of God" (Isa. 
52:10; Lk. 2:30; Acts 28:28), for God is the one who 
performed the work and made it an accomplished 
fact. What precisely does this mean? 
A Tale of Two Adams 
The Bible presents God's great work in the form of 
a story, a story of two representative men. This story 
begins in a Garden (Gen. 3) and its climax also in-
volves a Garden (Matt. 26). In the first man, Adam, 
mankind lost its place in Paradise. In his first genera--
tion on the earth man forfeited eternal life, thereby 
falling under sin's tyranny and death's fear. For the 
only ground on which the creature can enjoy 
fellowship and peace with God the Creator is perfect 
obedience to all God's commands (Rom. 10:5; Gal. 
3: 10-12), Mankind had but one representative in the 
story of the primal Garden; and by his single sin, 
man fell (Rom. 5: 12-21). No sinful descendant of 
Adam could restore the fallen creature. If salvation 
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was to come, it must come from outside. Humanity 
was hopelessly fallen, but God was rich in mercy! 
In the person of Jesus, God took on himself the 
role of second Adam (representative man) for his 
people. Jesus was born "under the law," a true son 
of the Covenant with Israel; and he was born "of a 
woman," a true son of the covenant with Adam 
(Gal. 4:4). By his own perfect obedience to God, 
Jesus fulfilled all the Covenant stipulations, in a 
human body prepared for that very purpose (Heb. 
10:5-10). By doing this, Jesus also earned all the 
Covenant blessings. Considered together, these 
blessings actually picture Eden restored (Deut. 28; 
Isa. 51:3; Hosea 2:18; Rev. 22). Then, on the cross, 
Jesus bore all the curses of the broken Covenant 
which the Law had spelled out (Deut. 28; Psa. 
22:1-21). 
Christ's death did not merely turn aside God's 
righteous wrath against sin, as if deflecting some 
lightning-bolt off into space where it would do no 
harm. Rather, Jesus himself took from the Father's 
hand the cup of vengeance, a cup long-mixed by 
God and well-deserved by our sinful race. In obe-
dient resignation he lifted it to his own lips, then 
quaffed it to the dregs (Isa. 51: 17, 22; Matt. 26:39). 
No drop of this cup was left for any sinner to drink 
who belongs to him. The earth shuddered and 
darkness fell at midday. God had shown himself 
both just and the Justifier (Rom. 3:25-26). 
Jesus did not abolish God's legal arrangement or 
Covenant with Israel; he rather fulfilled it (Matt. 
5:17-18; Isa. 42:21). He met its stipulations, earned 
its blessings, and bore its curses-all in the place of 
sinners. God did not cancel the stipulations, forfeit 
the blessings, or annul the curses. He incorporated 
them all into himself, in the historical person of the 
Word made flesh. 
We still behold the divine standard of perfect obe-
dience; but now we see it met, in Jesus. We still 
dream of Eden restored, of a new heaven and earth; 
but now we wait expectantly, for Jesus. We still 
tremble at the awesome consequence of sin, at the 
terror of unleashed holiness; but now our hearts are 
still, in Jesus. No jot or title suffered violence; all was 
fulfilled, in Jesus. 
In the first Adam, mankind is thoroughly fallen. In 
the second Adam, Jesus Christ, God has dealt with 
our case and with our race. In the fleshly body of 
Jesus we were condemned and executed (Col. 1 :22; 
I Pet. 2:24). But in his person we were also forgiven, 
raised to new life, and seated in glory (Eph. 2:4-6). 
These are actual historical events. They happened in 
the bodily experience of Jesus of Nazareth. The 
Gospel is the announcement that God has done 
these things-for us, outside of us--in the person of 
Jesus our representative and proxy. 
The full weight of the Gospel rests on the fact that 
Jesus was our substitute and proxy. All that he per-
formed in his perfect doing and dying he performed 
as our representative before the bar of God's divine 
justice. He did nothing for his own sake. Jesus Christ 
came to save sinners-to the eternal glory of his 
Father in heaven (John 6:38-40; I Tim. 1:15). 
Those who approach God through Jesus Christ 
therefore stand on solid legal ground in terms of all 
God has ever demanded of man. Jesus has personal-
ly established that solid case in his own earthly 
history. Jesus' resurrection sealed his accomplished 
work, certified the redemption he had effected, 
and now gives firm assurance to those who believe 
that in his person God has made them right with 
himself (Rom. 4:25; 5:10-11). Since Jesus completed 
the work which sets sinners right with God, he took 
his seat at God's right hand in heaven (Heb. 1 :3; 
10: 10-14). 
Because God is eternally faithful to what he has 
done in Jesus and what he has told us concerning 
him, we may put wholehearted confidence in the 
Gospel's announcement that God has reconciled us 
to himself (2 Cor. 5: 14-21). Because Jesus stood in 
our stead-presenting a perfect obedience, dying as 
one accursed, then being raised from the dead to be 
crowned with glory and honor-we may know that 
God has also accepted us for his sake. Paul literally 
declares, therefore, that Jesus "was raised again 
because of our justification" (Rom. 4:25). The head 
is in heaven; the body is sure to follow (Eph. 1:18-
23). As someone put it, "It is impossible for the body 
to drown so long as the head is above water!" 
Faith in the Gospel means believing the truth that 
God's Son became a human being, that he died, that 
he rose again to be exhalted to undying glory in 
heaven. It is to trust that all Jesus performed, in his 
doing and in his dying, he accomplished in our 
name, in our stead, for our sake. When by faith we 
perceive this, we see also that we have been set right 
with God. for Jesus our representative died for sin, 
was raised, and ascended to the Father. Unless Jesus 
can be cast out of heaven, his people may know that 
their position is also secure. That, of course, will 
never happen, for the one who placed Jesus there is 
God; and nothing exists anywhere which can over-
power him or reverse whatever he has once done 
(Isa. 43:13). This is Paul's flow of thought in Romans 
8:33-39. On the basis of what we see in Jesus, 
therefore, we even now have peace with God. 
These things have happened already to Jesus, and 
he is our representative. To believe this is to ex-
perience great joy even now. But these things have 
happened only in the bodily experience of Jesus our 
representative; we must wait for their consumation 
when he returns. When Jesus comes again, God will 
bring to pass in our own bodily experience all the 
blessings we now enjoy only by faith as we see them 
in Jesus our representative. 
The 'Already' and the 'Not Yet' 
By the very nature of the manner in which God 
has saved us, there is a temporal aspect to our 
salvation. On the one hand, all the blessings Jesus 
has acquired in our name are his already in actual ex-
perience. On the other hand, none of them has 
come as yet to us in its fullness. Nevertheless we 
may enjoy them even now-by faith, not by 
sight-as we believe the Gospel. Let us notice some 
specific examples of this truth. 
1. Justification. In the strict sense, "justification" 
refers to the verdict of the Judge on the Last Day (I 
Cor. 4:4-5). In another sense, Jesus was raised 
because our justification had already transpired 
(Rom. 4:25). In still another sense, one is justified by 
faith at the present time (Rom. 5:1; 1 Cor. 6:11). To 
say that we are justified "by faith" is to say not only 
on what basis but also in what sense God justifies us 
now. Since justification occurs in the ultimate sense 
in the Judge's verdict in the future, it can be enjoyed 
in the present only as one looks to the past. This is 
Because the work is finished which alone 
can set us right with Cod, to reject it is to 
cut off all hope. It is to tread God's Son 
underfoot, to thumb the nose at his 
gracious Spirit, and to regard the covenant 
blood which makes sinners holy as itself an 
unholy thing. 
possible only because the believer can see in the 
Resurrection and Glorification of Jesus Christ his or 
her own justification, as one of those whom Jesus 
represented in all he did before God (1 Tim. 3: 16; 2 
Cor. 5:14; Eph. 2:5-6. 
2. Regeneration. This is the "born again" word of 
the New Testament. Our "regeneration" has oc-
curred already by representation when God raised 
Jesus from among the dead to live anew in endless 
life (1 Pet. 1 :3). It will come to full fruit at the End, 
when God makes all things new (Matt. 19:28). As 
Jesus once explained to a Jewish ruler, our sinful 
nature is hopelessly condemned. Only new life from 
above can fit us for the eternal kingdom (John 3:3-5). 
Gospel Baptism is the washing which properly 
belongs to regeneration when faith perceives what 
God has already done for us by his grace in Jesus our 
representative (Tit. 3:5-6). 
3. Eternal life. The man Christ Jesus now 
possesses the life of the Age to Come, in personal, 
bodily immortality. Whoever believes in him has 
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eternal life (John 5:24). The fullness of this life is now 
ours only by faith, however, not by sight, for we 
have not yet put on immortality (1 Cor. 15:47-54). 
For the present, Christ is our life-our life is hid in 
him. When Jesus returns, we will experience fullness 
of life in our own bodies, which wi!I then be made 
immortal like his (Col. 3:3-4; 1 John 5:11 12). 
4. Salvation. "Salvation" literally designates our 
"rescue" or "deliverance." In the ultimate sense, 
our salvation means our rescue from God's avenging 
count it, there was but one saving work; and it oc-
curred during some 10,000 days in the life of a single 
man. 
We miss this biblical focus if we imagine a 
multitude of individual "salvations," taking place 
down through the centuries. God's great work of 
salvation is not like mixing instant tea or popping 
frozen pies into the oven. Jesus Christ did not 
come merely to make salvation possible; he came to 
accomplish it and to make it secure. The Scriptures 
for the rest of the believer's life, Baptism is a personal reminder of the vic-
tory Jesus won long ago over sin and death, a victory won in the name of 
every sinner who ever places confidence in him. Baptism is also a continual 
reminder of the obligations of love and the relationships of grace which 
God's salvation has created. 
wrath at the End of the world (Rom. 5:9-1 O; 1 Thess. 
1: 10). Because Jesus is both Omega and Alpha, End 
as well as Beginning, we may know that the End will 
hold no evil surprises for whoever now trusts in him. 
Our case before God has already been settled, in 
the per·son of Jesus our representative. In this sense, 
our "salvation" is also a past event (2 Tim. 1 :9). As 
we look in trust to the past experiences of Jesus, who 
took our place, we thrill with the excitement of one 
who has just been snatched from the fire. Yet this 
thrill, too, is, for the present, ours only by faith, not 
by sight. In this sense, Paul speaks in the present 
tense of all who believe the Gospel as people who 
are "being saved" (1 Cor. 1:18). 
OUR ACTIVITY: ALWAYS A RESPONSE 
The work of salvation was done before the Gospel 
was ever preached, else there would have been no 
news to announce. The Cross of Jesus is God's 
judgment on all our best efforts to approach him and 
find life on our own record. The empty tomb is 
God's guarantee that Jesus has performed the work 
satisfactorily on our behalf. The Cross and the empty 
tomb are God's earthly pegs. They mark forever the 
deeds which settled our· case with God (2 Cor. 5:18-
21 ). 
When Jesus had once for all purged our sins, he 
took his preferential place beside the heavenly 
throne (Heb. 1 :3). New Testament writers mention 
this accession frequently, and they regard it as an 
important fulfillment of Old Testament hope (Psa. 
110: 1, 4). By his own mighty arm, God had saved his 
people. Now he was ready to make that salvation 
known to the ends of the earth (Psa. 22:22-31; Isa. 
_12:1-6; 52:9-10; 2 Cor. 5:19; 2 Tim. 1:9). Although 
the multitude of the saved is so great no one can 
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never picture God sitting in heaven with a stop-
watch, waiting for the split second to mark off the 
salvation of each individual in turn. God dealt with 
our fallen race in one great decisive work, in the 
person of our representative the Lord Jesus Christ. 
On the Cross Jesus could cry out, "It is finished!" 
And by raising him from the dead, God said, "It is 
enough!" The Father saw the travail of the Servant's 
soul and was satisified (Isa. 53:11). To understand 
this is to lose interest in any discussion of salvation 
which sounds as though the work was merely begun 
by Jesus but must be completed later by sinners. The 
saving work is done. The Gospel announces a 
mission accomplished! It brings us the good news of 
our salvation (Eph. 1: 13). Anything we do after we 
hear the Gospel can only be in the response to the 
work which saves. Even God-given faith fills this 
place; and so, in the New Testament, does baptism 
in water. 
Gospel Baptism's Old Testament Pictures 
Both Peter (the apostle to the Jews) and Paul (the 
apostle to the Gentiles) make it clear that Jesus has 
accomplished the saving work. Both apostles also 
caused those who believed their gospel message to 
be baptized in water. We find it interesting that 
when these same apostles explain the connection 
between Baptism and the Gospel, they both direct 
their readers to God's mighty deeds of long ago. 
Peter points us to God's earth-shattering judgment 
in the days of Noah. In an abominable age Noah was 
righteous by faith. Genesis says that he walked with 
God (Gen. 6:9; 7:1). For that very reason Noah was 
out of place in his environment. God sent the Flood 
as a great watery divide. It made a visible distinction 
between faith-righteous Noah and his condemned 
and unbelieving generation (lleb. 11 :7). Peter says 
in looking back that Noah was "saved by water" (1 
Pet. 3:20)-not from his personal sin, but from his 
identification with the world of sinners. An agent of 
destruction to unbelief, the water meant salvation 
for this one who trusted God. 
Peter boldly applies the same point to us. "This 
water symbolizes baptism that now saves you also" 
(1 Pet. 3:21). We cannot pass over these words as if 
they were not there. Nor can we understand them in 
a way that contradicts the Gospel. In what sense 
does Baptism "save" us? In the same way the water 
saved Noah, says Peter. It separates the believer 
from the faithless and ungodly world. Peter had used 
this very language earlier at Pentecost. There he 
urged his hearers to be baptized and "save" them-
selves from "this corrupt generation" (Acts 2:40). 
God, in Christ, saved us long ago from our sin. By 
our response of faith, evidenced in water baptism, 
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recall what he had done on their behalf (Ex. 12, 14). 
By this water God also gave visible evidence that his 
people had a new identity. No longer were they to 
be thought of in their old solidarity as slaves. Their 
passage through the water- made this clear to every 
human eye. 
We will do well to hear Peter and Paul today. 
Whenever people miss this relationship between 
Baptism and Jesus' completed work of salvation, 
they usually distort the biblical view of both Jesus 
and Baptism. Soon it sounds as though the two are in 
competition with each other. This generally leads 
either to baptismal indifference (by failing to give 
water baptism its proper scriptural niche) or to bap-
tismal idolatry (by giving baptism the kind of saving 
place only Jesus Christ can rightfully occupy). In-
stead of perpetuating either mistake, we need to 
restore Baptism to the place the Bible gives it. 
The question of the lost is not answered by changing the announcement of 
God's finished work into a conditional proposal by which man can com-
plete his own salvation. It is rather to understand that God's completed 
salvation, freely and genuinely announced to all, can be despised and re-
jected by sinful unbelief. 
we "save" ourselves from identification and 
solidarity with unbelieving sinners. 
Paul also illustrates Baptism's meaning from the 
Old Testament. He compares this ordinance to 
Israel's crossing the Red Sea. Baptism too, he tells 
us, is a tangible sign, an external formalizing, of 
release from bondage (1 Cor. 10:1-2). Yet we 
remember that every firstborn son who stood trem-
bling at the sea had passed through one crisis 
already, though it happened outside their own sight 
or hearing. They had already passed from death to 
life, on the night the lamb's blood had caught God's 
eye and averted his death-dealing judgment. 
But Pharoah did not appreciate that fact. In his 
mind Israel had never been redeemed. These 
presumptuous emigrants were nothing but 
troublesome slaves. Now he would recover what 
still belonged to him! And so his chariots thundt'red 
ever nearer the faithful multitude huddled before 
the sea. 
In mercy, God used the water to tangibly manifest 
Israel's deliverance. "They were all baptized unto 
Moses in the cloud and in the sea" (1 Cor. 10:1-2). 
This same water meant salvation for God's people 
but destruction for his enemies. Israel could not sec 
the spiritual battle which transpired as God had 
crushed the gods of Egypt. But they could see the 
water-and remember it. In the water, God gave 
Israel an experience by which they could forever 
Faith Taking Form 
As he did with Noah and with Israel, God again 
gives the boundary line of water to mark off those 
who trust in him. As in the flood and at the sea, this 
baptismal water also pictures God's righteous judg-
ment against sin, now poured out on Jesus our 
representative. It portrays Jesus' Resurrection and 
God's victory over every spirit that would arise to 
oppose what he does. By receiving Baptism, the 
believer confesses that all the Gospel says is true. By 
it, his or her faith comes out into the open, receives 
expression, takes on visible form. 
Evangelists today sometimes ask new believers to 
express their faith and take their· stand with Jesus by 
completing a card, raising a hand, or praying a 
prayer-activities to which no New Testament writer 
ever assigns this function. Instead of filling out a 
card, raising a hand, or going to an altar, Scripture 
here places the believer's Baptism in water (Acts 
2:41; 8:36-39). 
There is indeed, as Peter Gillquist put it, a 
"physical side of being spiritual." Because God 
looks on the heart, the physical can never replace 
the spiritual. We cannot judge the inside of a per-
son's faith by what we see on the outside, though 
the outside is all we can see and judge. At the same 
time, Baptism reminds us not to become body-
despising gnostics, even in the name of being 
evangelical. 
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For the rest of the believer's life, Baptism is a per-
sonal reminder of the victory Jesus won long ago 
over sin and death, a victory won in the name of 
every sinner who ever places confidence in him (1 
Pet. 3:21-22; Col. 2:12, 15). Baptism is also a con-
tinual reminder of the obligations of love and the 
relationships of grace which God's salvation has 
created (Rom. 6:1-6; Gal. 3:26-28). Man's response 
of faith, and its particular expression in Baptism, 
follows both the saving event and also its announce-
ment in the Gospel. Since faith and Baptism are 
responses to the saving event, they do not constitute 
it. Nor do they initiate it. God has already accom-
plished the saving work, and he has already brought 
it to completion in the person of our proxy Jesus 
Christ. 
Whenever the New Testament speaks of water 
Baptism, therefore, it always associates it with the 
name or work of Jesus Christ. It is simply not ap-
propriate to talk about gospel Baptism apart from its 
relationship with trust in Jesus. It is "into the name of 
... the Son11 (Matt. 28:19) or 11 of Jesus Christ 11 (Acts 
2:38), while 11 calling on the name of the Lord" (Acts 
22:16). It is received 11 through faith in the working of 
God who raised Jesus from the dead" (Col. 2: 12; 1 
Pet. 3:21-22). If Galatians 3:27-28 is speaking of Bap-
tism in water (rather than baptism in the Holy Spirit 
as in 1 Cor. 12:13), there too it marks off the believer 
as one identified with Jesus and what he has ac-
complished on behalf of sinners of all classes, races 
and genders. The "one baptism 11 expresses "one 
faith" in the 11 one Lord," and its meaning comes on-
ly as it confesses confidence in what he has already 
done long ago in our name (Eph. 4:5). 
At the same time, when one comes to Baptism 
with eyes intently fixed on Jesus Christ and his saving 
work, it is absolutely scriptural to speak of Baptism 
in terms of those spiritual blessings which faith sees 
Jesus has earned. Scripture thus speaks of God in 
Baptism "washing away sins11 (Acts 22: 16), "saving 11 
(Mark 16:16), bestowing forgiveness of sins and 
giving the Holy Spirit (Acts 2:38). It also attributes 
these same blessings to faith, but only because faith 
looks to and reposes in Jesus (Acts 15:9; 16:31; 
10:43-47; Gal. 3:2). 
When Did the Saving Act Occur? 
Only the crudest sacramentalist would say that 
Baptism, alone and without reference to anyone's 
faith, conveys spiritual benefits or mediates grace 
from God. However, when we ask what it is to 
which Baptism points or bears witness, we find in-
stant disagreement. Some say it points to cne' s own 
previous act of decision or commitment. For them it 
points to that time when they willfully 
acknowledged the Gospel, confessed their sin-
fulness, and asked Jesus to forgive them and take 
control of their lives. Others say it points to the 
obedience which it gives to Christ's command. 'For 
them it is significant only as a means of obeying 
God. 
We may illustrate the two views this way: a certain 
man hears and believes the Gospel on Thursday 
night at 8:00 o'clock. The following Sunday he 
makes a public profession of faith and is baptized. 
When did the event occur which set this man right 
with God? Those who see Baptism as pointing to 
man's previous decision of faith would say, 11 The 
saving act occurred on Thursday night at 8:00 p.m., 
when this man accepted Jesus Christ into his heart. 11 
Those who see Baptism as pointing to man's obe-
dience would say, "The saving event occurred the 
following Sunday, when this man obeyed Christ and 
was baptized. 11 In light of the Gospel we would say, 
"The saving event occurred long before this man 
believed or was baptized-even before he was born. 
The saving event happened in the perfect doing and 
dying of the Lord Jesus Christ, for "God was in 
Christ, reconciling the world to himself. 11 Thus Jesus 
11 was delivered up because of our transgressions, 
and was raised again because of our justification 11 (2 
Car. 5:19; Rom. 4:25). 
We do not deny that both the other answers con-
tain an element of truth. We fully agree with the first 
when it says that gospel Baptism properly follows in-
ner conviction, repentance, and faith and that it ap-
pears quite meaningless if it does not. We also agree 
with the second answer when it notes that Baptism is 
a command of Jesus Christ and that willfufly and 
knowingly to refuse such obedience is to contradict 
one's claim to believe. Yet both these explanations 
also stop short of the full truth. 
The New Testament never presents Baptism as 
pointing to a previous crucial event in our experien-
ce. Nowhere does the Bible make Baptism a remin-
der of something that happened to us-even at the 
moment we accepted Christ. Never does Baptism 
point to itself, as if that event in our experience 
could ever become a ground of assurance before 
God. Rather, in the New Testament, Baptism points 
us to something far greater than our inner decision 
or our outer obedience. It points to the saving ex-
periences of Jesus Christ. Because he was our 
representative, what happened to Jesus also legally 
happened to us. Only in that secondary way can we 
say that Baptism speaks of anything in our ex-
perience. 
Today we often hear conversions described in 
terms of people who "got saved." This language 
consistently reflects the understanding that Christ 
made salvation possible, so that the crucial work is 
completed when man does "his part." The New 
Testament does not share that understanding; it 
does not speak in those words. Most often in the 
Book of Acts Luke simply says that hearers 
"believed/' "turned to the Lord," or "believed and 
were baptized." The difference between these two 
ways of speaking does not lie in how man responds 
to the Gospel. The difference lies in two different 
ways of perceiving the nature of the Gospel itself. 
One understanding sees the Gospel as announ-
cing a finished work. The other has it announce a 
potential salvation and offer conditions for making it 
a reality. The first declares the saving deeds of God; 
the second calls on man to do deeds that will ac-
complish his own salvation. The first is biblical; the 
second is not. 
Those who argue whether the man in our 
illustration was "saved" on Thursday night or the 
following Sunday actually stand on the same side in 
the larger issue. They both look for the saving work 
in man's acrivity instead of in God's. They simply 
disagree on which of man's deeds is the decisive 
one. 
The work that sets us right with God is a finished 
work. We cannot touch it or add anything to it. We 
can only respond to it when its gospel proclamation 
reaches and quickens our hearts and ears. We can 
only trust that the gospel announcement is true, that 
God has indeed dealt with our case already in the 
perfect person of Jesus our representative. We can 
only confess with our mouths that everything God 
did to our representative was indeed right. It was 
just, regarding what we deserve (utter destruction); 
and it was just, regarding what he deserved 
(resurrection from death and eternal glory). This is 
God's own testimony concerning his Son, and to 
believe it is to know eternal life and to overcome the 
world (1 John 5: 1-13). 
For centuries the argument has raged over 
whether persons are saved when they believe or 
when they are baptized. The Gospel refuses to take 
sides in this debate. It tells us that the saving event 
occurs at neither point in history, but rather has 
already occurred in the perfect doing and dying of 
the incarnate God, Jesus of Nazareth. Man's 
believing does not make it so. His Baptism does not 
make it so. God has already done the reconciling 
work in the person of Jesus, our substitute, proxy, 
priest and representative. 
Jesus ordained that whoever believes the Gospel 
should be baptized in water. Baptism is the divinely 
given declaration of trust in what the Gospel has 
proclaimed, i.e., that representatively, in Jesus 
Christ, God has accomplished our salvation. We 
dare not remove this rite from its place, for the one 
who put it there is God. At the same time, Scripture 
makes very clear that the events which secured our 
peace with God happened long ago. God "saved" 
us in Jesus, then "called" us with the news of what 
he had done (2 Tim. 1:9-11; Rom. 5:6, 8, 10). Only 
then could we believe. Only then could we be bap-
tized. 
WHO, THEN, CAN BE LOST? 
Although Scripture teaches that Christ's work ac-
complished salvation rather than merely making it 
possible, this insight still raises cer·tain questions. "If 
the Gospel announces a finished salvation," one 
might ask, "how can anyone finally be lost? Docs 
not the Goepel come with great urgency, putting the 
hearer on the spot, calling for a response which will 
signal eternal life or eternal destruction?" 
Clearly these points are true. The question of the 
lost is not answered, however, by changing the an-
nouncement of God's finished work into a con-
ditional proposal by which man can complete his 
own salvation. It is rather to understand that Cod's 
completed salvation, freely and genuinely announ-
ced to all, can be despised and rejected by sinful 
unbelief. 
Precisely because the gospel message announces 
an accomplished (and in that sense, unconditional) 
salvation, whoever casts it aside also commits the 
ultimate sin and marks himself for the most fearful 
condemnation. The sermons reported in the book of 
Acts make this very clear. 
The Apostolic Warning 
Peter told the Jews in Jerusalem that God had 
fulfilled all his prophetic promises through Jesus of 
Nazareth. This made them more responsible-not 
less so-to hear and heed this new deliverer like 
Moses. Whoever refused to listen to him would be 
cut off from the People of God. The word translated 
"cut off" stood in the Old Testament for the total 
extermination and eradication of one marked for 
destruction (Acts 3: 18-23). 
Stephen's great i ndictrnent against his hearers was 
not that they failed to meet certain conditions and 
thereby forfeited a possible salvation. It was that 
they willfully rejected the t'ery One by whom Cod 
had once again been their mighty Savior. In refusing 
to believe the Gospel, Stephen's opponents had 
become adversaries against the Holy Spirit (Acts 
7:37-51). In the same way, Paul charged that those 
who rejected his Gospel "judged" themselves "un-
worthy of eternal life" (Acts 13:46). They did not 
merely pass up a good deal; they spurned and rejec-
ted God's gracious and finished work of salvation. 
They did not simply fail to "live up to" difficult terms; 
they refused to receive the divine righteousness 
that was theirs for the believing. Jesus' parables 
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illustrate the same truth. The wedding feast is on the 
table but the guests refuse to come. The motley 
group who finally filled the seats contributed ab-
solutely nothing to the meal. Nor were those asked 
to do so who were first invited. The notice went out: 
"Everything is ready, come to the feast!" Nothing 
could excuse one from rejecting an invitation such 
as that (Matt. 22:1-14). 
Because the work is finished which alone can set 
us right with God, to reject it is to cut off all hope, It 
The "mystery of iniquity" is that anyone 
would consistently reject God's salvation 
and perish. The "mystery of godliness" is 
that any sinner, so thoroughly self-
enthroned and prone to pride, could 
repent, believe and be saved. 
is to tread God's Son underfoot, to thumb the nose 
at his gracious Spirit, and to regard the covenant 
blood which makes sinners holy as itself an unholy 
thing (Heb. 10:26-29). The person who refuses to 
believe the Gospel calls God a liar and commits the 
fatal sin (1 John 5:10, 16), This one repudiates the 
only hope sinful human beings will ever have. This 
person dooms himself or herself to continue under 
the wrath of God, to face God's judgment as if Jesus 
had never died (John 3:36). 
If someone accepts this salvation, it is all to God's 
glory; but whoever rejects it must accept full respon-
sibility for his or her own condemnation. By making 
hard and rebellious hearts manifest, the gospel 
proclamation of free salvation will testify against 
them in the Day of Judgment. Then it will demon-
strate the unquestionable justice of God's condem-
nation against al I who steadfastly reject the salvation 
God has wrought. 
There is no question that Christ's saving work is 
su(ficienl to save every human being. Nor, since 
God is sovereign and answers to no man, can we ab-
solutely rule out what Vernard Eller graciously calls 
"the universalistic possibility." At the same time, 
Scripture indicates in the strongest manner that 
Christ's warnings concerning the destruction of both 
body and soul will finally be fulfilled in the case of 
some, perhaps a great many, The "mystery of 
iniquity" is that anyone would consistently reject 
God's great salvation and perish, The "mystery of 
godliness" is that any sinner, so thoroughly self-
enthroned and prone to pride, could repent, believe 
and be saved. Yet, by God's grace, that is the 
situation of an innumerable host from every segment 
of humanity without distinction or discrimination. 
Individuals cannot by their own faith or obedience 
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make salvation any more sure than it already is in 
Jesus. But those who harden their hearts and refuse 
to believe the Gospel condemn themselves and 
throw away their only hope. No mortal can find life 
apart from the life-giving God. No one can reject 
God's grace and continue to live. 
CONCLUSION 
We close our look at Baptism in the light of the 
Gospel with words from Jesus and from Paul. "Go 
make disciples," Jesus said, "baptizing them in the 
name of the Father and of the Son and of the 1--loly 
Spirit" (Matt. 28:19). Jesus joined Baptism and the 
Gospel. What God has joined together we must not 
put asunder. We also read Paul's words to the Corin-
thians. "Christ sent me not to baptize, but to preach 
the gospel" (1 Cor. 1: 17). Paul did not minimize 
Jesus' words in saying this. I-le was responding to 
some who made too much of their Baptism at his 
own hands. But the apostle knew that the Gospel, 
not Baptism, is God's power unto salvation (Rom. 
1: 16). 
Whoever grasps this scriptural emphasis will not 
measure evangelistic success by how many persons 
were baptized. Instead he will learn to ask, "Was 
the Gospel clearly and truly announced?" His first 
interest will not be to get people into the water. He 
knows that Baptism, apart from faith and the Gospel, 
is only an inconvenient ·dunking. Such a one will 
Because God is eternally faithful to what 
he has done in Jesus and what he has told 
us concerning him, we may put 
wholehearted confidence in the Gospel's 
announcement that God has reconciled us 
to himself. 
also be careful to honor the Lord's commission and 
faithfully baptize all who believe the Gospel. If he 
baptizes them as soon as they come to faith, he will 
also be true to the biblical precedent (Acts 8:36-38; 
16:33; 22:16). 
New Testament writers did not sense any conflict 
between preaching the Gospel and baptizing 
believers, as some have done since. Nor did they 
ever speak of Baptism in such a way that it 
threatened to overshadow God's great accom-
plished work, as others have sometimes done. May 
the scriptural record challenge us all to put our own 
baptismal teaching and practice to the gospel test. 
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MERELY WATER 
I cannot define how the waters of Baptism serve faith in the passage of a life 
into God. It is the gift of the sovereign Creator-Spirit. 
By PHILLIP JOHNSON 
I solemnly assure you, 
no one can enter the kingdom of Cod 
without being begotten of water and Spirit. 
Flesh begets flesh, 
and Spirit begets spirit. 
Do not be surprised that I told you: 
you must all be begotten from above. 
The wind blows about at will; 
you hear the sound it makes 
but do not know where it comes from 
or where it goes. 
So it is with everyone begotten of the Spirit. 
John 3:5-8 1 
These days in parts of Africa a mother may have to 
spend eight hours a day collecting water for her 
family. In Upper Volta some women leave their 
homes at dusk to avoid the mid-day heat, sleep at 
the well over night, and return with their families' 
water at dawn. If she is strong, a woman may be able 
to lift twenty litres onto her hip or shoulders or head. 
Her daughters will accompany her and carry what 
they can, for an aver·age family of five needs forty 
litres of water each day to survive. To keep them 
clean and healthy they need, the World Bank 
estimates, two hundred litres a day. 
The spectre of death and of life hanging by the 
barest thread in a drought-stricken Africa impinges 
sharply on us in the West. Within the call to give 
without reserve and to find new political initiatives 
on behalf of the famine-struck, within the call to 
pray and fast---to enter that mysterious intercessory 
exchange which none of us understands but which 
we are called to explore-is the fundamental human 
response of seeing and measuring the mystery of life. 
There is the call to the sirnple, intent looking at the 
Phillip Johnson and his family have been one of the three families engaged 
in the ministry of Disciples House, London, England. He and his family 
will be returning to the United States soon. 
truth about life, in this case the truth of the deep 
contingency of life, the profound interdependence 
of human life with the rest of creation, the thin veil 
separating life and death. These mysteries are fo-
cused for us in the fearful fact that if the rain does not 
fall and the water does not flow, all life from the 
merest plant cell to the vast psycho-somatic and 
spiritual enterprise called humanity simply dries up 
and turns to dust. 
The people of the ancient Near East, whose life 
and thought is reflected in the Scriptures, lived 
nearer to these facts than we do. Every generation 
bore the memory and the dread of drought. For this 
reason water had a kind of inherent religious 
significance; it was a ready icon of that source of life 
beyond all earthly reality, a natural image of the 
Spirit of God. 
This Spirit they knew to be the life behind life, the 
breath behind breath, the water behind the water. 
Nor was the Spirit some past and distant original 
cause. He was the very present spring of being. 
"When you take away the breath," declared the 
psalmist, "all return to their dust" (104:28). 
And the l·lebrew psalmist also knew of an inner 
drought at least as dreadful as parched earth. He 
feared equally the drying up and growing arid of the 
Spirit. "Take not your Holy Spirit from me 
uphold me with a willing spirit" (51:11, 12). 
Water and Spirit 
When Jesus speaks to Nicodemus about a new 
birth by water and the Spirit, he is invoking and 
fulfilling this prophetic "way of seeing" which 
regarded the springs and rivers and rainfall as the 
created counterpart of God's Holy Spirit. Water and 
spirit: this pair of words appears again and again in 
the f3ible. In foreseeing a new outpouring of God's 
Spirit upon his people, Ezekiel speaks for God: "I 
will sprinkle clean water upon you and you shall be 
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clean from all uncleannesses .... A new heart I will 
give you, and a new spirit I will put within you" (36: 
25-26), 
Later in John's Gospel, Jesus proclaims: "If any 
one thirst, come to me and drink .... Out of your 
heart shall flow rivers of living water." And the nar-
rator adds, "Now this he said about the Spirit which 
those who believed in him were to receive" (7:38, 
39). When Jesus on the cross "gave up the spirit," it 
was water along with blood which flowed from his 
wounded side. Pondering this, John later pro-
claimed the three "witnesses" which agree in their 
assurance of our life in Christ: "the spirit, the water, 
and the blood" (1 John 5:8), 
In all these instances the ancient Church saw the 
baptismal mystery. And still today many of the chur-
ches' baptismal prayers hold to this mysterious 
association between the Creator-Spirit and water. 
We thank you Almighty Cod, for the gift of water. 
Over it the Holy Spirit moved in the beginning of 
creation .... Now sanctify this water, we pray you, 
by the power of your Holy Spirit, that those who here 
are cleansed from sin and born again may continue 
for ever in the risen life of Jesus Christ our Saviour. 2 
From Mystery to Mystery 
I suppose Baptism must look like sheer supersti-
tion to those on the outside of Christian faith. And 
there are many people inside the Church who are 
embarrassed by such an overtly physical ritual. Is not 
the Church to be about spiritual matters? Ought we 
not to be above these primitive rituals? After all, 
what can mere H20 have to do with spiritual 
rebirth? 
Against such high-minded objections, the Church 
ought to be bold in her celebration of these 
creaturely and sacramental acts which have always 
been at the heart of her spirituality, for these acts are 
our Christ-given guardians of the mystery of grace. 
And after all, is there any such thing as "merely 
water"? Can we ever speak of "simple existence"? 
Are these not the fictions of our dulled perceptions? 
In talking about fairy tales, G. K. Chesterton remark-
ed, "These tales say apples are golden only to 
refresh the forgotten moment when we found that 
they were green. They make rivers run red with wine 
only to make us remember, for one wild moment, 
that they run with water." 3 Baptism (along with the 
Lord's Supper) is one of those "wild moments" in 
the Church's life when she celebrates the mystery of 
Creation which comes from God and is now caught 
up in his redemptive purposes to be re-created in 
Jesus Christ. 
We eat our food and are sustained through the 
day's work. We irrigate the dry, seeded ground and 
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the earth bears fruit. These processes we have come 
to call "normal." If by the promise of the Incarnate 
Word and the living faith of the Church, God 
chooses to cleanse and revive us in the baptismal 
waters, if he makes us Christ's body in the breaking 
of the bread, is this too great a marvel for faith to 
grasp? "The one great practical truth of the Incarna-
tion," writes Belden C. Lane, "is that the ordinary is 
no longer at all what it appears. Common things ... 
are all granted new definition because the holy has 
once and for all become ordinary in Jesus Christ." 4 
The fellowship of flesh and spirit is completed in the 
incarnate Son of God. And Christians, of all people, 
cannot doubt that the "mere" stuff of Creation can 
fall under the spell of God. 
Of course, those intent on ignoring the mystery of 
life can begin almost anywhere. The one who is em-
barrassed by the physical in church might ask, "Why 
waste time kissing the one you love? Why go on 
stroking your little girl's hair with such purpose and 
pleasure? It's merely flesh touching flesh. Why pause 
to taste your food? It's only simple chemistry, you 
know." But I am not about to give up kissing or 
tasting. Nor can the church give up Baptism and the 
sacred meal. These witness to that hidden juncture 
where flesh and spirit meet in the creative work of 
God. 
The kiss is not magic; Baptism is not incantation. I 
do not know how it is that my love for my children is 
communicated, deepened, and sealed in my 
holding and stroking them. I cannot define how the 
waters of Baptism serve faith in the passage of a life 
into God. It is the gift of the sovereign Creator-Spirit. 
And "the wind blows at will; you hear the sound it 
makes but do not know where it comes from or 
where it goes. So it is with everyone begotten of the 
Spirit." 
We live from mystery to mystery. Each of us came 
to life through water and spirit. Out of the fetal 
waters of our mother's womb, we each came into 
the world to gasp for the breath of life. "Can a per-
son enter a second time into the mother's womb 
and be born?" There is both a "yes" and a "no" in 
Jesus' answer to the question, and the ambiguity in-
vites us into the baptismal mystery. No, the new 
birth is frorn above and by the Spirit. And yes, by 
faith we may die with our Lord and enter again the 
waters of the true womb of life to be born anew in 
God. _______________ __ MISSION 
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Doctrinal Reflections 
Sex and Money 
In The Will of God 
By LYNN E. MITCHELL, JR. 
I n theology Christians use their minds to think critically and abstractly about their faith. But since 
it is improper for our faith to be spoken of only 
abstractly, theology must also speak to the concrete 
situations in which we live, in language that can be 
understood. The Christian theologian, then, must be 
a preacher or a helper of preachers, else his ex-
istence as a theologian can hardly be justified in 
terms of the Christian faith. 
A theologian can, and must, speak in general 
about the doctrines of "creation," "fall," "redemp-
tion," "law," "sin," "grace," etc. He or she must 
work in the heady atmosphere of Christology, an-
thropology, soteriology, ecclesiology, eschatology, 
etc. But having thus reflected on the great truths of 
the Christian faith, he or she must still have 
something to say about the implications of one's 
doctrine of creation and of eschatology for how I 
will comport myself sexually this very week-and 
how I will spend my money this very day-and 
why?! 
I might start anywhere amongst this glorious array 
of doctrines in order to talk about sex and money. 
Each and every such doctrine must have something 
to do with such things as sex and money, otherwise 
it has nothing to do with me. It is of such things that 
my ordinary life consists. It is by my relation to such 
things that my relation to God is measured, negative-
ly speaking. Conversely, my relationship to God 
determines the character of my unavoidable relation 
to such things. 
In order to illustrate the relevance of theological 
reflection to sex and money, I must do two things 
which are dangerous: (I) I must proceed on the basis 
A graduate of Rice University, Lynn Mitchell is currently Teaching Minister 
and an elder at the Bering Drive Church of Christ, Houston, Texas. 
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of certain fundamental theological assumptions 
which I have not yet justified. (2) I must summarize 
and generalize about some very complex 
theological ideas which require much more elabora-
tion. 
The assumptions upon which I proceed include 
the following: (1) The Bible is the basic source of 
Christian theology. The Scriptures constitute the 
primary testimony to the meaning of the events of 
revelation and, properly interpreted, constitute the 
Church's final authority for her determination of 
doctrine and practice. (2) The central and ultimate 
revelation of God to us is in the event of Jesus 
Christ-his coming to us, his life and teaching, and, 
preeminently, in his dying and rising again. The 
meaning of this event, this "Gospel," is that with 
which theology must struggle to be sure that it is the 
meaning which is reflected in the doctrine and prac-
tice of the Church. 
As to the problem of summarizing and generaliz-
ing, I have long felt that many people would benefit 
from a few more good theological summaries; and I 
have been taught that generalizations are bad only if 
they are false. Someone, in fact, has defined educa-
tion as the ability to make accurate generalizations. 
With these reasons for hesitation registered, I shall 
begin where I believe all Christian theology must 
begin-with Christ. 
T he Word of God came to us "in the flesh" according to the testimony of the Gospel of John 
(1:1ff). In the flesh he lived, worked, ate, drank, 
bought, sold, celebrated sexuality (John 2: 1-11), 
and, we may presume, had sexual inclinations of his 
own (the alternative to this presumption being 
neither attractive nor truly human). He died, we are 
told, as the rest of us must-but, in another way, 
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as none of us could-to wipe away the stain Crea-
tion has incurred and to overcome Creation's dying. 
He rose again victorious over the enemies and the 
corruption of Creation. This overwhelming interest 
in and power over Creation becomes very 
understandable when we learn that the one who so 
loves Creation is himself the Creator (John 1 ff). 
We might guess that this Creator of sex and 
everything that money represents might have a very 
positive attitude about these things since they were 
his idea. And so he does. Christianity, as William 
Temple insisted, is the most materialistic of religions. 
That is materialism with a small "m." Christianity, 
like Judaism, is a '0 1orld-affirming religion. 
Gnosticism, like Buddhism, was a world-denying 
religion. No wonder John warns his "little children" 
to beware of those who will not confess that Jesus 
Christ is come in the flesh (1 John 4:2-3). Such folks 
say blasphemous things about God's creation. They 
teach doctrines of demons, implying there is 
something wrong with sexuality and good eating 
"which God created to be received with thanksgiv-
ing by those who believe and know the truth" (1 
Tim. 4:1-4). 
Sex and money arc good. Let us say it with convic-
tion. The Bible does. It is a statement of praise to 
God. If we cannot praise God for his creation, whom 
can we praise? The devil has never created a thing. 
He cannot. He can only try to distort what God has 
created. We need to reclaim Creation for ourselves 
and for our children in the name of hirn who died 
and rose again and reclaimed it for us. We need to 
tell our children the good news: sex and money are 
good. 
But wait, isn't that dangerous? Should not we tell 
them that these things are generally bad, and let 
them discover whatever is good timidly and guiltily? 
That is certainly what we have often done. As a 
result, many of us and many of our children have 
either lived cramped lives of guilty, furtive enjoy-
ment of God's Creation; or, in reaction, we have 
given ourselves over to the worship of Creation as 
though we could get away with worshipping 
anything but God-as though there were no such 
thing as sin. 
But there is that word. Wouldn't it be wonderful if 
we could talk ecstatically about the joys and 
beauties of God's creation without that word pop-
ping up? But we can't. Jesus had a great deal to say 
about both sex and money (much more about 
money than sex, by the way). And always he is cau-
tioning us: not because sex and money are evil, but 
because they are so good. There seems to be no 
good thing in all creation that sorne man or woman 
somewhere has not made into a god, "serving the 
creature rather than the Creator" (Rom. 1 :25). Jesus 
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could not ignore this. He faced it forcefully: It is hard 
for a rich man to enter the kingdom of heaven (Mt. 
19:23-24); desiring to have improper sexual relations 
is adultery already (Mt. 5:28); some people must sell 
all they have and give it away or they will be lost (LI<. 
18:lSff.); it is better to enter heaven without unruly 
body parts than into hell with them all (Mt. 5:29f). 
On the other hand, all things are possible with 
God. His grace can reach even the rich (Mt. 
19:24-26). It is not sexual desire or sex itself which is 
adultery. These are God's good gifts to be received 
with praise. The rich are to weep and howl, not 
because they are rich, but because they ignore the 
poor (Luke I 6:20ff; cf. James 5: 1 ff,6), because they 
are too independent (Luke 1 2: I 3-2 I; cf. James 
4: 13-15), because they love and serve money (Matt. 
6:24; cf. I Tim. 6:10). Christ gives permission to have 
money so that we might care for our own (Mt. 
7:9-13; cf. 1 Tim. 5:8), so that we might have to give 
to others also (Mt. 6:2-4; cf. Eph. 4:28), so that we 
might exercise the gifts of serving and giving (LI<. 
8:2-3; cf. Rom. 12:7). 
God needs more people whom he can bless so 
that they might share. If a Christian gives up a steak 
dinner or forgoes a winter house, it is not because 
steak and houses are evil, but because they are 
good. All of his children deserve one. 
We are all adulterers, not because we experience 
sexual desire but because we are idolaters. We 
sometimes will do anything or hurt anyone to ex-
perience a truncated version of what God had 
originally intended to be a loving, fulfilling, joyous, 
ecstatic act of fellowship between two totally com-
mitted people. 
A II of these generalizations from the teaching of Jesus deal with the relationships among Crea-
tion, Sin, and Redemption. How Creation is related 
to Sin and Redemption is, I think, one of the weaker 
areas in popular Church of Christ theology. We 
generally affirm the goodness of Creation, the reality 
of Sin, and the hope of Redemption. It would be dif-
ficult to avoid doing so if one is biblical in any 
fashion. But the affirmation of the goodness of Crea-
tion is often timid; the doctrine of Sin is often 
shallow and moralistic; and, as a result, our doctrine 
of Redemption is somewhat anti-climactic. We can 
hardly appreciate what Redemption is if we don't 
really know what we are being redeemed from or 
what is being redeemed. 
Theological fuzziness on the in-elatedness of Crea-
tion, Sin, and Redemption results in the wrong im-
plications being drawn for our lives. If we are really 
unclear about what God thinks about sex and 
money, we will be unclear about what to think-or 
do. - - -· .MISSION 
Women in the Church 
Please let me tell you that I cried 
when I read this issue [November 
1984] and like the prophetess Anna I 
gave thanks to God for the articles ... 
and for the men and women who 
wrote them. I am seventy years old 
and could only hope I might live to 
witness even a tiny tum toward 
women in the churches ... that are in 
Christ Jesus. 
God has truly blessed me in answer-
ing my prayer. 
Mozelle Stephenson 
San Antonio, Texas 
Foundations of Christian Felllowship 
The January issue was outstanding! 
Allan McNicol's article is where Mis-
sion needs to be-on the cutting edge. 
I also enjoyed Lynn Mitchell's article 
and am looking forward to his column. 
Dwain Evans 
Houston, Texas 
I want you to know that I am mad .. , 
and I am just not going to take it any 
more. 
Perhaps I should explain. My 
January issue of Mission arrived 
yesterday. Around bedtime I picked it 
up and started reading Allan 
McNicol's article on "Apostolicity and 
Holiness: The Basis for Christian 
Fellowship." Here I was trying to go to 
sleep, and after only a couple of 
paragraphs I couldn't put it down. This 
(Seconds, continued from p. 9) 
is surely the first fresh approach to the 
subject I have seen in ten years. It real-
ly got my adrenalin flowing. How's a 
guy supposed to get his sleep when 
you do that to him? 
So there I was, wide awake and 
frustrated. I thought to myself, "How 
dare that smart-alecky feminist editor 
split up this article into two parts. Does 
she expect me not to sleep for a whole 
month?" 
I tried to calm myself clown by 
reading Lynn Mitchell's article. I 
figured that anything that had the 
word "theology" in the title twice 
would be enough to put anyone to 
sleep. But just a couple of paragraphs 
of that and I was running downstairs 
with the magazine and shouting to my 
wife, "You've got to read this! It's the 
perfect description of what has caused 
me near total frustration for the past 
too many years." Now I find that Mit-
chell's wisdon is going to be spread 
out over the whole coming year! 
I frankly do not understand just how 
you expect to get away with such teas-
ing and taunting of your readers. I 
know not what course others readers 
may take, but, as for me, I hereby insist 
upon immediate delivery of the next 
twelve issues of Mission. 
Jim Sims 
Oelwein, Iowa 
P.S. Howard Short's article was also 
very much appreciated. The whole 
issue was a "just-what-I-needed." 
Response to Dr. Yoder 
(February, 1985) 
It is surprising to find Dr. Yoder, 
whose brilliant essays on the revolu-
tionary non-power nature of the 
Gospel have commanded wide-spread 
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admiration, finding a contractural rela-
tionship between a Church of Christ 
and a member which cannot be 
unilaterally broken. This assumption is 
wholly lacking in Restorationist 
theology and practice. 
The Congregational "coven,rnt" had 
no influence on either Common Law 
development outside New England or 
on religious practice out of which the 
Restoration Movement grew. New 
England Baptists who came to Virginia 
as proselyters did attempt to establish 
a species of covenant in the form of 
the Philadelphia Confession of Faith. 
My great, great, great grandfather, 
James Shelburne, the first pioneer of 
Restorationism in Virginia, stood up in 
the Meherrin conclave of 1771 to 
declare in effect, "For freedom I have 
been made free. You shall not press 
down on me and mine this credo." 
There has been a Shelburne R<:·stora-
tionist in every generation since then. 
It is important to recognize that the 
Restoration Movement was launched 
on a tide of individualism wholly in 
conflict with the New England cove-
nant. This movement saw religion as a 
matter strictly between the individual 
and God, without the intervention of 
either clergy or religious institution. 
The congregation itself was merely an 
associational by-product of the in-
dividual's election of Christ as his 
Savior. 
There is no parallel between the 
Andrew Yoder v. the Amish Old Order 
and the Guinn v. the Collinsville Elders 
cases. Yoder was baptized into the Old 
Amish Order and was bound by the 
Amish covenant; .... But Mrs. Guinn 
was not baptized into the Collinsville 
Church of Christ. She was baptized 
into the universal family of God and 
voluntarily placed her membership in 
you cannot change, that things can never be dif 
ferent? 
bright ... too wdrm ... too welcorne. If you go into 
the light of the fire, the whole world can see you, 
discern your nakedness, know you for what you are. 
And your heart races wildly aching for the dark, ar~y 
dark, even the bitter icy dark. Your feet turn. Your 
body twists to flee. And then you hear it. The last 
words you ever expected. "Do you love me? I need 
you. We need you. Follow me. Will you feed my lit-
tle ones?" You stumble, stunned, speechless. "Me? 
Me? After all the things I've- "You choke. There's 
nothing left. Nothing left but tears, though I suppose 
you could still run ... M1ss10N 
I n your life there may come a deep, dark midnight, a night of such black and heavy shame you are 
certain no morning will ever dawn. And you will 
walk along a beach through bitter icy wind and chil-
ly breakers. Suddenly you will come upon a fire, a 
blazing crackling roaring fire, and Ile is there! 
Before you can turn to run, He sees you. He knows 
you. He beckons you to stay and eat. But it's too 
that loca l co ngregation beca use she 
accepted them as her brot hers and 
sisters. She was equal ly free to shift her 
membersh ip to any other group of her 
brot he rs and sisters. As David 
Lipscomb , a Chur ch of Christ founding 
father, wrot e, a memb er of the family 
of God is a memb er of any gather ing of 
one's broth ers and sisters and neve r a 
visitor , eve n if attend ing on ly once. On 
th at particular occasion he is a 
memb er th at day . Church roll s neith er 
make nor unm ake memb ers. God 
alon e gives us our brothers and sisters. 
The Ethiopi an eunu ch was baptized 
into th e fam ily of God, not into a loca l 
chur ch. Paul's baptism as Damasc us 
did not put him into a co ntractu al re la-
tionship with th e Dama scus Church of 
Chr ist, assumin g th ere was one. Peo-
ple beco me Christians today ju st as th e 
eunu ch did. The New Cove nant is not 
between God and a religious inst itu-
t ion, but between God and th e lon e 
indiv idual who is saved by grace 
throu gh faith . To withdraw from a 
local chur ch is not to reject Chr ist. 
Thou sand s of Chu rc h of Chr ist 
members shift freely from one co n-
gregat ion to anoth er every yea r 
witho ut any cont ractural release . . . . 
The Tul sa cou rt fo llowed established 
Common Law in affir min g that 
religiou s association is pure ly volun-
tary wit h one restriction only, namely , 
th at th e w ithdrawing memb er cannot 
take with her a share of the chur ch 
prop erty. The co urt made no attempt 
to interfere w ith th e c laim of a church 
to di scip line a memb er, as has been 
falsely alleged in th e Co ll insvil le case. 
It simply accep ted the fact that Mr s. 
Guinn had ended her membersh ip in 
th e Co ll insvil le chur ch by a lette r of 
withdrawal a week before they pro-
ceeded against her. For th e elder s to 
proceed against her after she was no 
longer a memb er was to invade her 
rights and to cause injury wh ich was 
assessable in damages. 
I can see no log ic in Dr. Yod er's 
reasoning th at th e absence of a 
regiona l or nation al superstructur e 
over th e Churches of Christ requir es a 
bindin g cove nant at th e local leve l 
wh ich a memb er cannot indi v idu ally 
vo id . Nor is any court l ikely to so hold. 
Norman Parks 
Murfreesboro, Tennessee 
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